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Introduction

Two years ago, teacher Victoria Proctor placed a model skeleton sporting a Michael Jordan jersey outside her classroom with signs that read, “Not much life here. . .but I passed the TAASS test NCLB” and “I’m a ‘Texas scholar’ Hey...isn’t that an oxy moron.”\(^1\) The federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2001\(^2\) (“NCLB Act”) amended the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965\(^3\) (“ESEA”), which previously had been the single largest source of federal support that regulated spending affecting education from kindergarten through twelfth grade. The change to Title I funding constituted the most significant change resulting from the NCLB Act. On account of the NCLB Act, Title I now requires every state to establish levels of proficiency in reading and math as well as test every student between the third and eighth grades in order to receive federal funds.\(^4\)

Signed into law by President George W. Bush on January 8, 2002, this critical legislation promised to reform our nation’s public schools by increasing accountability, allowing more freedom for states and communities, encouraging proven educational methods and providing more choices for parents.\(^5\) Calling accountability “an exercise in hope,”\(^6\) President Bush insisted that the NCLB Act would raise academic standards by making teachers aware of where and how their students need to improve. Scores would empower parents “to push for change,”\(^7\) and accountability would bring real results for schoolchildren.
The U.S. Department of Education (“DOE”) passed regulations pursuant to the NCLB Act to clarify how states and teachers should comply. Yet in recent years, educators across the nation have expressed growing opposition to the NCLB Act, leaving the DOE to dodge criticism by exhibiting results that prove the regulations’ worth. These results primarily come in the form of test scores that illustrate whether a school’s academic performance meets the minimum standards set forth by the NCLB Act regulations. If all children at a particular school do not achieve satisfactory scores by the statutory deadline, then the government can penalize the school, restructure it or privatize it.

Although Congress passed the NCLB Act with bipartisan support to close the education gaps between rich and poor students and white and minority students, members along both party lines now speculate as to whether the regulations will in fact widen the achievement gap as the statutory deadline approaches. These concerns make apparent the arbitrary and capricious nature of the DOE regulations. Rather than helping students to increase their proficiency in basic subject areas, test scores can rise at the expense of actual knowledge acquired. More significantly, the regulations mandate annual testing for all states, but they do not provide federal standards for testing practices. This lack of consistency in the testing regulations complicates results and can lead the DOE to conclude that a school has progressed academically when it actually remained the same or even worsened.
This Comment will examine how the DOE regulations produce inverse effects from the NCLB Act’s noble intentions by equating student achievement with test scores. Part I will examine some of the problems inherent in the regulations that the DOE developed to enforce Congress’s determination to use standardized testing as an adequate means of assessing student academic progress. Part II will highlight the legislative history as a critical demonstration behind Congress’s motivation to pass the NCLB Act and provide guidelines to develop the regulations. Part III will analyze how certain methods of testing can mislead the DOE about a school’s actual progress. This section also recommends that the DOE implement clearer guidelines that specify appropriate testing practices and penalties for schools that dupe the agency with misleading results. This Comment concludes by recognizing that while standardized testing is probably not the most effective method for assessing academic progress, Congress implemented this method for its uniformity and applicability to the widest range of students. With clearer requirements for testing practices that enhance assessment methods and eliminate deceptive results, the DOE’s regulations would more effectively fulfill the NCLB Act’s intent to “improve the academic achievement of the disadvantaged.”17
I. Background

A. Discouragement of Testing as an Appropriate Means to Measure Students’ Progress Prior to the Regulations that Enforce the NCLB Act

Advocates for the NCLB Act preach the mantra often quoted by Education Secretary Margaret Spellings: “What gets measured gets done.”\textsuperscript{18} Statistically speaking, the NCLB Act has had an impact on academic progress in the U.S. by lessening the achievement gap between low-income, minority students and wealthier, Caucasian students.\textsuperscript{19} However, numbers can often be deceiving.\textsuperscript{20} The testing required by the DOE regulations supposedly targets underperforming schools and encourages them to rise to par or risk serious sanctions.\textsuperscript{21} A closer look at the reported test results becomes vital to determine whether the regulations, in fact, produce outcomes consistent with Congressional goals.\textsuperscript{22}

Prior to the NCLB Act, the DOE did not direct states on how frequently they should administer standardized tests to students.\textsuperscript{23} The NCLB Act gives much more power to the federal government to regulate what goes on in the classroom, prompting critics to argue that the NCLB Act attempts to nationalize public education.\textsuperscript{24} Yet, even with the federal government’s increased power, school district administrators continue to address their pleas to state governments for more time to meet the NCLB Act’s academic standards.\textsuperscript{25}
Various factors can account for the low performance on standardized tests that translate to noncompliance with the NCLB regulations. Studies show how anxiety, stress and particular circumstances on a given day, for example not eating breakfast, can affect how a student performs on an exam. Testing can produce psychological effects that generate results that do not adequately reflect the knowledge retained. Wealthier families can pay for tutors to ease some of the pressures that additional testing places on students, but many low-income students cannot or do not take advantage of free tutoring provided under federal law. Another telling fact is that the testing industry came off its three most problem-plagued years, only to face increased pressure with President Bush’s demand for annual testing with the NCLB Act. Greater testing demands can instigate issues such as correct answers marked wrong with students’ receiving lower scores that do not accurately reflect their performance on the exam.

In addition, the United States has embraced a trend toward resegregation since the late 1980s, despite the nation’s growing diversity. More American children these days attend school with a vast majority of students of the same skin color, and several public schools comprise students of only one race. Yet, in a review of ninety-three studies that examined the relationship between school diversity and minority student academic achievement, researchers found consistent improvement in the measure of test scores of students who attended more diverse schools. A real danger exists where minority children who do not
perform well on these tests may be the ones most likely to drop out of school. Even some legislators who support the NCLB Act admit fear that increasing the focus on assessments can induce higher dropout rates as states strive to meet their academic performance goals.\textsuperscript{34} A number of opponents perceive the regulations to provide incentives for schools to allow underperforming students to drop out of school, rather than expend resources attempting to educate them.\textsuperscript{35}

These days, even American television shows acknowledge the frustration over the testing regulations that compel states to comply with the NCLB Act. Consider, for example, recent episodes on the popular Home Box Office (HBO) television series, “The Wire.” The fourth season of the show centers its primary storyline on schoolchildren in inner-city Baltimore. Multiple episodes feature teachers struggling to raise test scores in a student population that sees no correlation, and thus no benefit, to their real lives whether or not they perform effectively on the statewide tests. Students and teachers alike on “The Wire” demonstrate little devotion to motivate themselves to raise the school’s AYP.\textsuperscript{36} In practice, some minority students will immediately dismiss an examination because they feel they lack the ability to pass.\textsuperscript{37} Others will not motivate themselves to work toward examination success because they do not perceive test credentials to result in jobs or college, primarily due to scarcity, competition or lack of relevance in their social setting.
The DOE regulations fail to acknowledge that females and minorities generally tend to turn out lower performances on standardized tests, even despite academic performance otherwise.\(^{38}\) This consistent disparity drives speculation as to how well the testing regulations can legitimately gauge a particular student’s acquired knowledge and produce accurate results.\(^{39}\) The regulations ignore this disparity and ineffectively execute Congress’s goals to target those students in need of serious academic assistance.

**B. The Role that the DOE Regulations Play in Facing Opposition to the NCLB Act**

Despite strong opposition across the country to the NCLB Act, individuals and states alike find it difficult to challenge the federal regulations effectively in court.\(^{40}\) A Kansas schoolteacher brought suit against the federal government, calling the NCLB Act unfair and unconstitutional because it seeks to hold school personnel accountable if students at a particular school fail to achieve satisfactory test scores.\(^{41}\) In Texas, the education commissioner decided to ignore NCLB regulations on testing students with learning disabilities, placing the state in direct violation of these regulations.\(^{42}\) Last August, Connecticut became the first state to challenge the NCLB Act in court, arguing that the Act amounts to an unfunded mandate from the federal government.\(^{43}\) Given that Congress is unlikely to repeal the NCLB Act anytime soon, these concerns should be addressed by the DOE to ensure that the regulations better meet the goals of Congress.\(^{44}\)
The lawsuits surrounding the NCLB Act illustrate how many feel that the regulations underlying the legislation actually harm the students that they intend to help. In general, schools with predominantly African American and Latino student populations, particularly in urban areas, lack sufficient resources, receive less money and employ less qualified teachers than their suburban counterparts with primarily Caucasian and wealthier students. The NCLB Act seeks to rectify these discrepancies by forcing states to comply with specific regulations to ensure that every child in public school will achieve reading and math proficiency by the year 2014.

II. Legislative History: Why the DOE Regulations Implement Annual Testing Requirements to Enforce Congressional Intent to Assess a School’s Adequate Yearly Progress

Although some members of Congress did express skepticism in utilizing testing as the primary means to assess students’ and, thus, a school’s progress, Congress ultimately authorized the DOE to carry out the intentions behind the NCLB Act by enforcing annual testing requirements through the agency’s regulations. Chosen for its uniformity and applicability to the widest range of students, standardized testing became the method by which the DOE evaluates whether a school has made adequate yearly progress (“AYP”).

Inherent problems with the current system, however, make it virtually impossible for some schools ever to reach the standards set. The regulations
presently do not take into account differences in school profiles. This means that the regulations hold all schools to the same standards and do not consider where one particular school stands in correlation to another in terms of resources, composition of students and qualification of teachers.\textsuperscript{49}

Urban schools and schools comprised mostly of low-income and minority students face unique challenges that place them at a lower starting point than schools that have students who exhibit higher reading levels and advanced mathematics skills before any tests have been administered.\textsuperscript{50} Schools in mostly white suburbs that offer substantive pre-Kindergarten programs better prepare children for school when compared to many inner-city programs that function as alternative child-care arrangements.\textsuperscript{51} A few years later in third grade, all these children find themselves taking the same tests. Children who received the benefits of substantive early education programs now have the upper hand when taking these tests, while those children who were denied those opportunities clearly do not. Nonetheless, the state requires all children to take, and be measured by, the same examinations. As author Jonathan Kozol insists, there exists “something deeply hypocritical about a society that holds an eight-year-old inner-city child ‘accountable’ for her performance on a high-stakes standardized exam but does not hold the high officials of our government accountable for robbing her of what they gave their own kids.”\textsuperscript{52} Students in low-performing schools also tend to spend large portions of classroom time on “kill and drill”
exercises in order to raise their own and their school’s standardized test scores, as opposed to students in higher performing schools which tend to comprise white and middle class students.  

The NCLB Act frequents these high-stakes tests and fosters these inequalities throughout a student’s public education. Congress wanted the DOE to impose annual testing to pinpoint underperforming schools as intended by the NCLB Act, but the regulations fail to acknowledge that not all schools function with the same capacities.  

The discrepancies parallel and produce a similar effect to a marathon that allows certain competitors a leading start, miles ahead of other participants before the race even begins. Yet, all racers must reach the same finish line in the same time constraints. Measuring vastly different schools by the same criteria makes fallacious results essentially inevitable.

III. Analysis

A. Current Federal Regulations Do Not Meet Congress’s Goal for Improving Academic Progress Through Standardized Testing

The NCLB Act shifts accountability from the school level to the district level. This heightened focus on district accountability means that the DOE regulations must be examined for efficacy in testing methods to identify districts for sanctioning and its effect on the low-income and minority students. District accountability has a disparate impact on districts with large low-income and minority populations. Districts identified as needing improvement under the
NCLB Act enrolled more minority and low-income students than districts making adequate progress. They also enrolled substantially higher percentages of English language learners (ELLs).

The AYP mechanism is used to identify districts for improvement and contributes to disparities in three major ways. Specifically, the regulations make it harder for large city districts to make adequate progress because they must meet more performance targets than more homogeneous districts and smaller districts. The regulations also force lower performing districts to make larger gains to achieve AYP than higher performing districts and can have sanctions imposed even when they are improving student achievement. Moreover, participation rate requirements can result in high performing districts being identified for improvement, and these districts are sanctioned the same way as low performing districts.

Although the DOE regulations subject all students to the same testing requirements, they also allow states the freedom to develop and administer their own examinations. Rather than working to the benefit of disadvantaged students, this freedom institutes a lack of clarity in the regulations that gives states more difficulty to comply with the testing requirements. Where the regulations do not lack clarity is in the provisions regarding penalties and sanctions for schools that do not meet AYP. The regulations force compliance by threatening
sanctions and other penalties that actually encourage schools to adopt inappropriate methods of testing that feign academic progress.  

There are concerns that some states have lowered standards and expectations in order to hide the low performance of their schools or to remove schools from lists of low performers. Some states administer “easier” tests to deceive the DOE that their students have improved academically even though their performance has remained the same or worsened. In other states, school principals alter scores so as to create the appearance of reaching the AYP and avoid the penalties for failure. The present regulations can thus encourage teachers to lower their expectations of students by administering these easier tests or by altering exam scores. Low expectations, in turn, promote low performance. With these methods, new knowledge is not acquired, and the students in most need of academic assistance suffer because they cannot experience the protections that the regulations should afford them.

Another serious concern lies in the NCLB Act’s use of the school-wide average of student proficiency, where schools can provide school-wide averages across grades rather than reports for all student subgroups in each grade. Reliance on this measure may discourage use of “value-added” analytical methods, which measure the impact of a school on the progress of individual students over time. Some educators will feel this ugly pressure to raise test scores so much that they will exploit the freedom allowed by the testing
requirements in a desperate effort to save their schools from sanctions. In this sense, playing by the rules could mean breaking them, albeit with good intentions at heart. Rather than effectively target schools in need of academic improvement as Congress intended, the regulations’ lack of clarity and threat of sanctions persuade schools to hide the very students that the NCLB Act intends to help.

**B. Judicial Review**

If a lawsuit alleged that the testing requirements of the regulations are “arbitrary and capricious” and against Congressional intent, the Court would apply the rule in *Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council.*

Under *Chevron*, if Congress did not speak directly to a specific question then the court will examine whether the enforcing agency’s construction of the statute is permissible. As in *Chevron*, the Court here would also examine the legislation and its history; the Court would not simply impose its own construction on the statute, as would be necessary in the absence of an administrative interpretation.

One could argue that Congress purposely left the specifics of the NCLB Act’s testing requirements up to the DOE. If Congress explicitly left the gap for the DOE to fill, then Congress expressly delegated authority to the DOE to clarify that provision of the statute by regulation. According to the *Chevron* doctrine, unless the agency’s testing regulations prove arbitrary, capricious or noticeably contrary to the statute, they are given controlling weight. This is a high standard of review that grants substantial deference to the DOE’s testing
Should the court find reasonable the DOE’s interpretation of the testing requirements set forth in the NCLB Act, then the testing regulations would stand.  

C. Authority of the Department of Education: Acknowledgement and Recommendations

As the regulations currently stand, they do not effectively carry out Congress’s intentions in passing the NCLB Act: to target students in need of serious academic assistance and to raise the standards of assessment for disadvantaged public school children. The DOE should reform the regulations to implement clearer testing requirements that better execute Congress’s goals to find and improve schools in need of academic progress. In so doing, the regulations can achieve the purpose of the NCLB Act instead of leaving behind the very children whom the Act endeavors to help.

At the very least, the DOE should articulate inappropriate methods of testing through specific guidelines in order to enhance uniform compliance with the regulations. These guidelines could come in the form of a general statement of policy that would clarify the preferred methods of testing and reporting of scores. A policy statement refining the testing requirements would still allow states to retain their flexibility; states maintain their control over the testing through the regulations themselves, which carry greater binding effect than a general statement of policy. The clarification gained from a policy statement on
testing would improve the regulations and contribute to their value in performing
the purpose of the NCLB Act. Guiding states to a more proper means of testing
and reporting scores, the DOE’s clarification would motivate schools to become
less inclined to mask their students’ true progress through facades of easier exams
and inflated scores.

The agency should also focus more on imposing sanctions through the
regulations for schools that engage in inappropriate testing methods so as to
eliminate testing that creates false results and deceives the DOE about a school’s
actual AYP. By enticing teachers to tamper with students’ exams and
permitting principals to report falsified scores, the current regulations impose
sanctions on and punish schools in the wrong places. To reprimand
inappropriate methods of testing would eradicate the problem in its roots. By
punishing schools only for their test results, the regulations pressure well-
intentioned teachers and administrators to tamper with test scores to save their
schools from sanctions that would further harm their students. If Congress’s
goal in passing the NCLB Act truly lies in advancing the education of the
disadvantaged, then the DOE must modify the regulations to better correspond to
congressional intentions.

**Conclusion**

One scholar disagreed so much with the NCLB Act that he described it as
“a tool not to strengthen our schools but a ticking time bomb set to destroy them
as the punitive sanctions of the law kicked in.” Yet, taking into account the debilitating state of the modern-day American public school system, perhaps the time had come for the U.S. government to take charge through the Department of Education. Those who support the NCLB Act would probably encourage the opposition to heed John Adams’ insistence that, “The education of a nation instead of being confined to a few schools and universities for the instruction of the few, must become the national care…for the formation of the many.”

Although standardized testing may not be the most effective method with which to assess the academic progress of students at a particular school, Congress decided to implement this method because testing can operate uniformly and allows for the widest accessibility to students across the nation. For the NCLB Act to be more effective and consistent with Congressional goals, changes should be made to the federal regulations to include provisions that set out clearer requirements for testing. At the very least, the DOE should supplement the regulations with guidelines that articulate inappropriate methods of testing and impose sanctions for employing such methods. Additional guidelines in the form of a general statement of policy would discourage schools and states to produce deceptive results for the DOE that hinder the agency’s ability to report accurately on students’ academic progress throughout the nation.

To reform America’s education system to allow for all citizens to succeed academically requires more than the words of the adopted NCLB legislation.
Attaining academic progress all around requires continued partnerships between federal, state and local governments as well as between schools, communities and parents. Yet, with clearer testing regulations, the DOE can more successfully pursue the NCLB Act’s goal of targeting underperforming schools and, in so doing, take one step closer to enhancing the academic achievement of our nation’s disadvantaged.
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